Simple Shapes Garter Stitch Pullover by Quail Studios:
This will become your go-to pullover. It’s simple to knit (all garter) and fun to wear. It is knit in softyak DK which feels like cotton
and knits like wool. A great pullover for any season or climate. Sized S to XXL. This sweater can be knit in any DK weight yarn
that holds its shape in garter stitch. It is knit in Softyak DK..It knits like a natural fiber but has cotton in it as well. It is ALL GARTER
STITCH which means that it will stretch some. The model has been tried on and it has stretched a bit Iit was knit to pattern
specifications. The original pattern does not have lots of ease in it..so those wanting more ease may need to knit a bigger size. The
soft yak has a chain construction that will prevent some stretching even in garter stitch. Size small =1322 yards, ML = 1480 yards,
XL = 1776 yards, XXL = 1924 yards & a Size 6 24" circular needle. Other options: Mericana dk, Plymouth SW dk; Tosh DK,
Amazing DK;

Om Shawl designed by Andrea Mowry. Yana has created 2 kits for the Om Shawl OR we can help you design your own color
scheme in any of our vast selection of worsted weight yarns. The Om shawl is a beautiful shawl or wrap that can also be buttoned into
a poncho. It spotlights color and texture but is an easy knit. Om Shawl. this is knit in worsted weight yarn..There are 2 kits
available: the first shop sample is in the shop and the 2nd kit which is a combo of greys, black, raspberry and pink. Customers can also
put their own color scheme together using Artfil Aran, or any worsted weight yarn. Suggestions include Plymouth worsted merino
SW, Claudia's Desire MC: 700 Yards, CC1, CC2, CC3 = 200 yards each for the 3 CCs 32" US 10 needle.
Pucallpa Shawl designed by Lisa Richardson is knit in one of Rowan’s newest yarns: Classic Alpaca and showcased in Rowan
Magazine 64. It is a fabulous knit with a simple 12 row repeat. I knit mine in Fuchsia. Angel knit hers in beautiful mustard. Rowan
showcases the design in snow white. Sample was knit in 11 skeins of Alpaca Classic. Can also be knit in other dk yarns we carry.
Total yardage is 1441 yards, 24: circular 32" US 5

Pucallpa Shawl

Double Your Pleasure

Double Your Pleasure Cowl is a new design by Laura Bryant of Prism Double Your Pleasure can be worn multiple ways and with
either side out, for a very different look. Inspired by a Stephen West design, our version is very easy to knit with short rows and
stockinette/reverse stockinette. Yarns. It is knit from a Prism Merino 6 Pack of coordinated colors.
This is a KIT that includes the original pattern and an easier pattern that Meg wrote up; both are in the kits. Kits are sold complete
with 6 skeins of Merino Mia. Each skein has 190 yards. Kit is 1140 yards. We have some skeins of Merino Mia in the store as well.
Kit requires US 5 24" and 32" needles

